
29 September 2016, Zeiss Cas 150/2250

Distant Arm - NGC772

Telescope: Zeiss Cassegrain 150/2250
Eyepieces :

ATC53P - ATC Plossl, f=53mm, (42×, 53′)
ATC20K - ATC Kellner, f=20mm, (113×, 22′)
A-16 - Zeiss Abbe Ortho, f=16mm, (141×, 20′)
O-12.5 - CZJ Ortho, f=12.5mm, (180×, 14′)

Time: 2016/09/29 19:30-21:40UT
Location: Ř́ıčany
Weather : Clear sky with slight haze and decaying small thin clouds.
Mount : Zeiss 1b
Accessories : Baader/Zeiss T2 prism

This was my typical backyard session. I
could go out only for a short time after I put
all three kids in to their beds. The night was
still warm. Normally, I would try to take an
advantage of it and go to some darker place.
As I was alone with the kids for the whole
week I was bound to stay in our backyard.

During last couple of years, I have learnt
to live with this handicap. There is always
something interesting to look at, even with
small refractors. Recently, I was explor-
ing the capability of my largest telescope,
150mm Cassegrain. For this night, the main
targets were two galaxies, NGC 660 and
NGC 772, which I had troubles to locate two
days before in 80mm refractor. I was curios
how much of help the larger telescope would
be.

I did not jump to these two galaxies im-
mediately. They were still low in the slight
haze enhanced by the street lamps. I started
a little bit higher in Andromeda with beau-
tiful edge-on galaxy NGC 891 (V=10.0,
13.5′×2.5′, PA22◦). After a while, it started
to be visible with averted vision at 42× as a
6′−7′ long silverish thin line at position an-
gle around PA∼ 30◦. I increased the magni-
fication to 141×, trying to spot the dark line
which I saw in past through 100mm refrac-
tor from the same place. This time, I could
not see any trace of it. Galaxy almost dis-
appeared, I could hardly locate the central
bulk. Nearby star was confusing the view

in addition. Slightly lower magnification of
113× was better. It was showing elongated
body and hints of central wider parts. Still
no dark line.

Then I decided to explore a little bit more
nearby galaxy cluster Abell 347. In the
past, I was able to glimpse in 80mm refrac-
tor the central galaxy NGC 910 (V=12.2,
2′ × 2′) of this 240 Mly distant group. At
141×, this galaxy was still hard to locate



even in 150mm telescope. It was just a small
rounded nebular fuzzy spot at the limit of
detection. I was more certain about the
presence of the galaxy at 180×. Of course,
I wanted to know if I’m able to see more
members. I had no luck with NGC 906
(V=13.3, 1.8′ × 1.6′) at 180× and I sus-
pected the presence of NGC 911 (V=12.8,
1.7′ × 0.9′) at 141× and 180×, nothing for
certain.

Just south of the cluster, I have noticed
in the Interstellarum Deep Sky Atlas an as-
terism marked as Arp 145. I was of course
curious what is this, as I have never heard
of Arp’s clusters or asterisms. There was
nothing at 42×. At 113×, I saw just a misty
faint star. From time to time, I had a feeling
there was another star in the mist. Nothing
spectacular definitely.

At home, I have looked at DSS image
of this object. I was staring for a while
at it. There is indeed a pair of stars, but
there is also galaxy UGC 1840 (V=13.4,
1.5′ × 1.3′, PA125◦) just following the pair.
And what a galaxy it is! The main body
looks like a common small unsuspicious el-
liptical galaxy. However, there is a strange
large ring-like structure attached to it. I
checked immediately other images to ex-
clude a possibility of an artefact created by
nearby bright star. The ring is definitely
there. Interestingly, resent images are a lit-
tle bit different from the old image in Arp’s
catalog made by 5m Palomar reflector. The
north star is quickly moving towards the
southern one and it is now two times closer
than in the Arp’s catalog time1. Even if I
have not seen the galaxy, I was not regret-
ting stopping at this target.

Open cluster NGC 609 (V = 11.0, 3′)
in Cassiopeia was the first object on my list
for the evening I had troubles with in my
smaller refractors. In 150mm Cassegrain, it
was much easier prey though still invisible
at 42×. Power of 113× was enough to re-
veal a small and very faint rounded misty
glow showing just for short moments with
averted vision. It was more distinct at 141×

1See the blog of E. Conseil and G. Arlic
ciel.gg.blog.free.fr/index.php?post/2010/10/08/ARP-145.

DSS image of UGC 1840 (Arp 145), in blue.

and looked a little bit patchy. Brighter core
seemed slightly elongated at PA∼ 110◦.

While star-hopping to NGC 609 I run on
another open cluster, NGC 637 (V = 8.2,
3.5′). At 42×, It was just a tiny and strongly
elongated group of about 5 medium bright
stars on misty ground. Position angle was
about PA∼ 10◦.

Next target was galaxy NGC 660 (V =
11.4, 8′ × 3′, PA170◦) in Pisces. Deep im-
ages show a spectacular system with pecu-
liar dark lines. Listed surface brightness,
14.8 mag/sq.min, makes the observation dif-
ficult from light polluted locations and I
have never succeeded to observe the galaxy
reasonably well through small refractors.

It was still very difficult target for the
150mm telescope. I did not notice the
galaxy at 42×. At 113× and 141× it was
nebular spot at the limit of visibility with
averted vision. Most of the time, the galaxy
was nothing more than just a rounded glow.
From time to time, it seemed elongated at
PA∼ 160◦ while other times it was elon-
gated at complete different angle, PA∼ 45◦.
My eye was probably picking out the faint
overall shape and the central brighter part.

Then I jumped to NGC 404 (V = 10.2,
3.5′). I’m using this galaxy near Mirach
for judging the quality of observing condi-
tions. They must have been quite good, as
the galaxy was very well separated from the
star halo already at 42×. I don’t remember

http://ciel.gg.blog.free.fr/index.php?post/2010/10/08/ARP-145
http://ciel.gg.blog.free.fr/index.php?post/2010/10/08/ARP-145


seeing the galaxy that clearly.

For next targets, I chose three very faint
galaxies in Andromeda I remember I had
observed through 130mm refractor from the
same place. To my surprise, larger 150mm
reflector had troubles with them. I could see
clearly only NGC 529 (V = 11.9, 2.4′×2.1′,
PA160◦), the brightest member of Hick-
son 10 group. This was at power of 113×.

I was not sure I saw at 141× galaxy
NGC 523 (V = 13.0, 2.5′ × 0.8′, PA108◦).
This was little bit disappointing as 130mm
refractor was showing thin line shape includ-
ing hints of several brighter parts not unlike
on the images of this peculiar galaxy listed
in Arp’s catalog under number Arp 158.
Galaxy NGC 528 (V = 12.6, 1.7′ × 1.1′,
PA55◦), was completely invisible at 141×.

For the last target of the night I picked
up galaxy NGC 772 (V = 10.4, 7.2′× 4.3′,
PA130◦), Arp 78. Two nights before, I had
troubles locating the galaxy in 80mm refrac-
tor. It was the same with 150mm. I almost
packed the telescope and went home. Sud-
denly, I noticed faint nebular spot at 42×.
There were some thin hazy clouds in the
area and they were probably the reason why
I missed the galaxy in the beginning.

The view got quite interesting at higher
magnifications of 113× and 141×. There
was a circular body with a brighter core and
a hint of tip. It took me some time to figure
out the direction of the tip and the location
of the joining point. Higher magnification

of 180× revealed in addition mottled core
with a hint of brighter spot NE of the core.
I was trying to spot the galaxy’s companion,
small and compact NGC 770 (V = 13.0,
1.2′ × 0.9′, PA13◦). I could not see it at all
at 141×.

I got excited as I was looking for this arm
several times in the past without success in
various telescopes from 80mm up to 250mm.
NGC 772 was a classic example how the per-
sistence is paying of with observing deep sky
objects.

In the following Cloudy Nights discussion,
I have learnt from Ivan that there is an in-
teresting discrepancy between distance esti-
mated from a red shift, about 100 Mly, and
from supernova in year 2003, about 180 Mly.
If the distance is indeed 180 Mly, NGC 772
must be a huge spiral galaxy. One of the
largest. I know of only one similarly large,
NGC 1961 (Arp 184) in Camelopardalis.
From the distance of 190 Mly, the galaxy
also showed a distinct arm in a small tele-
scope, this time in 110mm refractor.

Alexander Kupčo


